
Product:  MINI HYD EXCAVATOR 

Model:  307B MINI HYD EXCAVATOR AFB 

Configuration: 307B Excavator AFB00001-UP (MACHINE) POWERED BY 4M40 Engine 

Disassembly and Assembly
307B Excavator Machine Systems
Media Number -RENR1091-03 Publication Date -01/09/2000 Date Updated -23/07/2018

i01991694

Track - Separate

SMCS - 4170-076

Separation Procedure

Table 1

Required Tools

Tool Part Number Part Description Qty

A 5P-6214 Track Block Assembly 1 

B 1U-7627 Socket 1 

Start By:

a. Put the machine on a flat, level surface. 

Personal injury or death can result from grease and oil coming out of 
the relief valve. 

Grease and oil are under high pressure coming out of the relief valve 
and can penetrate the body. 

Do not watch the relief valve to see if grease is escaping. Watch the track 
or track adjustment cylinder to see if the track is being loosened. 

Make sure the vent holes are clean before the tension is released on the 
track.



Personal injury can result from the track coming off of the roller frame. 

The track can move off the track roller frame very quickly when a 
separation of the track is made. 

Keep away from the front of the machine when the track is removed 
from the track roller frame.

1. Position the master pin in a horizontal line through the center of the drive sprocket. 

2. Release the tension on the track assembly. Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, 
"Track Adjustment - Adjust" for the proper procedure. 

Illustration 1 g01031560

3. Use Tooling (B) to remove bolts (1). Remove track shoes (2). 

Illustration 2 g01031561

4. Move the track assembly until master pin (3) is in the approximate position, as shown. 
Position Tooling (A) under the track grouser, as shown. Move the track onto the tool. 



Illustration 3 g01031562

Note: The two track bushings may fall out of the track links when the track assembly is 
separated. 

5. Remove cotter pin (4) from the master pin. Use a hammer and a punch to remove master pin 
(3) from the track links. Separate the track links, and locate the two track bushings. Slowly, 
move the machine forward in order to move the track assembly off the sprocket, the track 
carrier roller, and the front idler. 

6. Attach a suitable lifting device to the track assembly. Raise the track assembly off Tooling 
(A). Remove Tooling (A) from the track assembly and lower the track assembly to the floor. 
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i01991695

Track - Connect

SMCS - 4170-077

Connection Procedure

Table 1

Required Tools

Tool Part Number Part Description Qty

A 5P-6214 Track Block Assembly 1 

B 1U-7627 Socket 2 

C 1P-3545 Chain Coupling Tool 1 

D 1P-3533 Carrier Bar 1 

E 5P-0960 Molybdenum Grease 

Start By:

a. Thoroughly clean the track assembly, the sprocket, and the track rollers prior to connecting 
the track assembly. 



Illustration 1 g01031629

1. Install Tooling (C) in the track link and on the sprocket, as shown. 

2. Slowly move the sprocket forward until the track assembly is pulled up on the sprocket. 
Move the sprocket forward until the end of the track assembly is past a vertical line through 
the center of the sprocket. Remove Tooling (C). 

Illustration 2 g01031630

3. Install Tooling (D) between the first bushing in the track link and the sprocket, as shown. 

4. Move the sprocket forward. Use Tooling (D) to guide the track assembly over the carrier 
roller and the front idler. 



Illustration 3 g01031633

5. Slowly move the machine forward until the separation in the track assembly is below a 
horizontal line through the center of the front idler. 

6. Put Tooling (E) on bushings (6) in order to hold the bushings in place. Install bushings (6) 
in the track links. 

7. Raise the front of the track assembly, and install Tooling (A) under the track assembly. 
Slowly move the machine forward until the separation in the track assembly closes, and the 
pin bores in each end of the track assembly are in alignment with each other. The machine 
may need to be moved back and forth in order to align the pin bores. 

Illustration 4 g01031562

8. Put Tooling (E) in the master pin bores in the track assembly and on master pin (3). Install 
master pin (3) with a hammer and a punch. Install cotter pin (4) in order to retain the master 
pin. Remove Tooling (A). 

Illustration 5 g01031560

9. Install two track shoes (2) over the master pin on the track assembly. Use Tooling (B) to 
tighten eight bolts (1) that hold the two track shoes in place. 

10. Adjust the track tension. Refer to Operation and Maintenance Manual, "Track Adjustment - 
Adjust" for the correct procedure. 
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i01709068

Front Idler and Recoil Spring - Remove

SMCS - 4158-011; 4159-011

Removal Procedure

Start By:

a. Separate track assemblies. Refer to Disassembly and Assembly, "Track - Separate". 

Illustration 1 g00551666



Illustration 2 g00551668

1. Pull the front idler and recoil spring assembly (1) partially out of the undercarriage frame. 
Attach a suitable lifting device to the front idler. Pull the front idler and recoil spring 
assembly out of the undercarriage frame until the recoil spring is exposed. 

2. Reposition the lifting device to the front idler and the recoil spring assembly. Remove the 
front idler and recoil spring assembly (1) from the undercarriage frame. The weight of the 
unit is approximately 81 kg (179 lb). 

Illustration 3 g00551670

3. Position the front idler and recoil spring assembly horizontally. Block the unit in position in 
order to keep the unit from falling. Attach a suitable lifting device to recoil spring (2). 
Remove four bolts (3) and separate recoil spring (2) from front idler (4). The weight of the 
recoil spring is approximately 27 kg (60 lb). The weight of the front idler is approximately 
54 kg (120 lb). 




